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Johnny Fincham is the charismatic hand reader whose frequent media appearances and celebrity

clients have made him widely known. The result of twenty years of reading, teaching and

researching palmistry, this book will lead you gently through the process of becoming a master

palmist with 160 illustrations and lucid instructions. Finally, Johnny reveals, for the first time in print,

the existence of the passion line, the key to understanding an individualâ€™s sexuality.
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I've been studying palmistry for over 20 years. Due to my work I do not have much opportunity to

see many hands and gain practical experience. Most of my knowledge comes from books, and can't

tell ya, how frustrating it can be. Authors plagiarizing from each other and cooking up fancy

interpretations. There are few decent authors out there, like David Brandon-Jones, but Fincham's

book was the first one that really made sense to me.Every single feature in this book really seems to

be right on. Moreover, the book is a pleasure to read, truly eloquent and it is structured very well. I



keep coming back to this book, contemplating over and over again the psychology through the

structure of the palm and its prints and lines. The logic is clearly laid out. The prints and lines

communicate impressions between fingers & different regions of the palms which are fundamentally

divided into an exchange between the inner and outer world. The prints, fingers and lines are

symbolically classified according to the elements. This logic can be applied to understand unusual

and new features on the hand of your acquaintances.Highly recommend.

Johnny Fincham does a great job explaining the details of palm reading. I feel it is the best beginner

book out there. I picked the book up when I wanted to review my limited palm reading knowledge

and was surprised how easy it was to learn the principles and apply them in practice. My friends

loved my palm readings.

Johnny has a very interesting way to look at the palm, I'm not sure I agree with him on everything

but I did learn some useful insights on reading palms. The book has definitely added to my

knowledge of Palmistry.

I became interested in palmistry as a child through things that my grandmother told me. Over

subsequent years I read everything I could find on the subject. Most of the books were of almost no

practical use. They were re-compilations of clichÃ©s and folk myths from bygone eras when

palmistry was believed to be predictive.Fincham's books (there are two that I'm aware of) strip away

the fortune telling aspects and the old wives' tales. He replaces this flawed information with insights

built upon his own extensive experience based on modern studies of the connection between brain

function and the unique characteristics of the hands.Fincham approaches palmistry as a way that

we might know our selves and other with greater clarity. As a result of insights gained through

studying the map of the hands individuals can make informed decisions that result in more positive

life experiences.

I am a professional palmreader in Brisbane. I found this very insightful and original. Johnny writes

clearly, authoritatively and imaginatively about the hands. There is a great overlap in material with

his other book 'Palmistry - Apprentice to Pro in 24 hours' but this is still worth buying if you are

serious about learning. I particularly enjoyed the section where he correlates the different chakras to

lines in the hand. Had not come across this idea anywhere else. It has made my readings a lot more

accurate especially with regards to health.



I wanted to brush up my palm reading skills and I happened to come across this book. I is the best

palm reading book I ever read. I was immediately able to apply the skills in this book with high

accuracy. I highly recommend it.

This book is written by one of the best palm readers out there! It is a very complete, in depth, lesson

in palm reading. I highly reccomend this book to anyone interested in learning about palm reading or

becoming a palm reader. It is set up like a workshop where your final lesson is a full palm reading!

Johnny Fincham's two palmistry books are the best I have ever read. The section on fingerprints, in

particular, offers an in-depth look into a person's soul and worldview. Johnny's books provide the

best therapy anyone could possible need.
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